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The High Tide Club
It's almost a year since Gaby Winters watched her twin brother die. In the sunshine of a new town her body has healed, but
her grief is raw and constant. It doesn't help that every night in her dreams she fights and kills hell-beasts. And then Rafa
comes to town. Not only does he look exactly like the guy who's been appearing in Gaby's dreams, he tells her things about
her brother and her life that cannot be true, things that are dangerous. Who is Rafa? Who are the Rephaim? And who is
Gaby? The truth lies in the shadows of her nightmares.

Irish Eyes
New York Times bestselling author and Queen of the Beach Reads Mary Kay Andrews delivers her next blockbuster, Hello
Summer. Conley Hawkins left her family’s small town newspaper, The Silver Bay Beacon, in the rear view mirror years ago.
Now, after ten years of blood, sweat, and tears, Conley is exactly where she wants to be and is about to take a fancy new
position at a New York City newspaper. That is, until she discovers at her own going away party that her new job is suddenly
gone, disappearing overnight along with her hopes and dreams of a bright future in a big city. Dread in her heart and a
sinking feeling in her gut, Conley ends up in the last place she ever wanted to be: The Beacon, now reluctantly run by her
brother Garret whose own dreams of being a lawyer were put on hold with the death of their father. Covering a sleepy
beach town with church news and the local funeral home director dictating the day’s obituaries to her over the phone isn’t
exactly every reporter’s dream, and to make matters worse, she and her brother see eye to eye on almost nothing. Matters
come to a head after Conley witnesses a car accident that ends in the death of a local politician – a beloved war hero with a
secret shady history whose death may not be exactly what it seems.

Miss Julia's School of Beauty
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Can this wedding be saved? Up-and-coming floral designer Cara Kryzik is about to score the wedding of a lifetime—one that
will solidify her career as the go-to-girl for Savannah society nuptials. The only problem is, life seems to be conspiring
against her. Cara's implacable father, "The Colonel", doesn't believe in Cara's business savvy and is about to call in his
twenty-thousand-dollar loan. Then, on the morning that someone steals her dog, Cara's refrigerator goes on the blink,
turning twelve thousand dollars' worth of gorgeous blooms into road kill. And if that's not enough, the dog-napper, Jack
Finnerty, turns up at her latest wedding and then mysteriously leaves her stranded on the dance floor. All this turmoil will
be solved if Cara can pull off the lavish Trappnell-Strayhorn wedding. The payday will solve all her problems—even the
looming problem of a celebrated florist named Cullen Keane who is moving into her turf from Charleston. But the wedding is
in six weeks, the bride is acting strangely (even for a bride) and the stepmother of the bride is becoming Cara's biggest
headache. What Cara needs is to focus, but that's not easy when Jack is turning up at every wedding in Savannah (the man
seems to know everybody), with Cara in his sights and seduction on his mind. When Brooke Trappnell spirals into a
shocking crisis and the wedding is in jeopardy, Cara must come to the rescue and figure out what she really believes in. Is it
love? Is it her own strength? In the end, for everyone, "Save the Date" has more meanings than one. Told with Mary Kay
Andrews's trademark wit and keen eye for detail, Save the Date is the New York Times bestselling novel you won't want to
miss.

Happy Never After
“Deep Dish is one delicious read. Mary Kay Andrews has cooked up a tale y’all will savor to the last bite. ” —Paula Deen
Battling TV chefs—a handsome Georgia redneck and a struggling young professional woman—find themselves competing
for a coveted weekly time slot on national television in Mary Kay Andrews’s delightful New York Times bestseller Deep Dish.
The incomparable Mary Kay offers heaping portions of humor, heart, and sass that fans of Fannie Flagg, Jennifer Crusie,
Adriana Trigiani, Emily Giffin, and the Sweet Potato Queens simply will not be able to resist, as the winner-take-all cooking
competition gets intense, especially when love ups the ante.

The Beach House Cookbook
The New York Times bestselling author of Summer Rental delivers her delicious new escapist novel about small towns, old
flames, and deep secrets Annajane Hudgens truly believes she is over her ex-husband, Mason Bayless. They've been
divorced for four years, she's engaged to a new, terrific guy, and she's ready to leave the small town where she and Mason
had so much history. She is so over Mason that she has absolutely no problem attending his wedding to the beautiful,
intelligent, delightful Celia. But when fate intervenes and the wedding is called to a halt as the bride is literally walking
down the aisle, Annajane begins to realize that maybe she's been given a second chance. Maybe everything happens for a
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reason. And maybe, just maybe, she wants Mason back. But there are secrets afoot in this small southern town. On the
peaceful surface of Hideaway Lake, Annajane discovers that the past is never really gone. Even if there are people
determined to keep Annajane from getting what she wants, happiness might be hers for the taking, and the life she once
had with Mason in this sleepy lake town might be in her future.

Every Crooked Nanny
A warm June evening, a local tradition: the students of Nantucket High have gathered for a bonfire on the beach. But what
begins as a graduation night celebration ends in tragedy after a horrible car crash leaves the driver of the car, Penny
Alistair, dead, and her twin brother in a coma. The other passengers, Penny's boyfriend Jake and her friend Demeter, are
physically unhurt - but the emotional damage is overwhelming, and questions linger about what happened before Penny
took the wheel. As summer unfolds, startling truths are revealed about the survivors and their parents - secrets kept,
promises broken, hearts betrayed. Elin Hilderbrand explores the power of community, family, and honesty, and proves that
even from the ashes of sorrow, new love can still take flight.

Hissy Fit with Bonus Material
When Claire Walters jumps out of a cake at her second job her boss at Danvers International happens to be sitting in the
front row, and Jason Danvers begins to look at his mousy assistant in a whole new way.

Summer Rental
Former cop, currently co-owner of the House Mouse housecleaning service, and freelance p.i., Callahan Garrity raises
eyebrows when she accepts an assignment from the most hated woman in Atlanta -- a wealthy white socialite who killed a
young black girl in a drunken hit-and-run and was punished with no more than a slap on the wrist. Even Callahan's "Mice"
are grumbling. But when a roadside murder turns up the heat on the racial tensions that have been simmering dangerously
since Whitney Albright Dobbs received her laughably light sentence, Callahan realizes she'll have to pull out all the stops to
trap a mean, mad killer -- for the sake of justice and a city that's threatening to explode.

Ladies' Night
Since retiring from the Atlanta Police Department, Callahan Garrity is really cleaning up with her House Mouse
housecleaning company -- especially since she added"crime investigation" to the list of services offered. Callahan agrees to
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locate the missing member of the popular '60s girl group, the VelvetTeens, and she doesn't have to search long. Deloras
Carter, the a.w.o.l. singer, is found passed out drunk by a swimming pool near the dead body of the trio's former producer.
The smoking gun in Deloras's hand suggests that the VelvetTeens won't be reuniting for a comeback tour anytime in the
near future unless Callahan and her "Mice" can spotlight -- and survive -- a different killer act.

Diamond Fire
"When ninety-nine-year-old heiress Josephine Bettendorf Warrick summons Brooke Trappnell to Talisa Island, her 20,000
acre remote barrier island home, Brooke is puzzled. Everybody in the South has heard about the eccentric millionaire
mistress of Talisa, but Brooke has never met her. Josephine's cryptic note says she wants to discuss an important legal
matter Over a few meetings, the ailing Josephine spins a tale of old friendships, secrets, betrayal and a long-unsolved
murder. She tells Brooke she is hiring her for two reasons: to protect her island and legacy from those who would despoil
her land, and secondly, to help her make amends with the heirs of the long dead women who were her closest friends, the
girls of The High Tide Club"--Amazon.com.

Hissy Fit
Some people stay all summer long on the idyllic island of Belle Isle, North Carolina. Others come only for the weekends-and
the mix between the regulars and “the weekenders” can sometimes make the sparks fly. Riley Griggs has a season of good
times with friends and family ahead of her on Belle Isle when things take an unexpected turn. While waiting for her husband
to arrive on the ferry one Friday afternoon, Riley is confronted by a process server who thrusts papers into her hand. And
her husband is nowhere to be found. So she turns to her island friends for help and support, but it turns out that each of
them has their own secrets, and the clock is ticking as the mystery deepensin a murderous way. Cocktail parties aside,
Riley must find a way to investigate the secrets of Belle Island, the husband she might not really know, and the summer
that could change everything. Told with Mary Kay Andrews’ trademark blend of humor and warmth, and with characters
and a setting that you can’t help but fall for, the New York Times bestseller The Weekenders is the perfect summer escape.

Homemade Sin
Peter Perret, conductor of the Winston-Salem Symphony, chronicles in A Well-Tempered Mind how a brief NPR feature about
music and the brain inspired him to create an innovative music education program for first- through third-graders at two
elementary schools in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The musicians from his woodwind quintet taught the children to listen
to music, detect the roles of the instruments, discern how music is constructed, and even compose their own music. The
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effects of the quintets intervention reached beyond the music classes and carried into other academic subjects as well,
resulting in a significant improvement in the childrens scores on annual state tests. A Well-Tempered Mind describes how
the children and musicians worked together, and explores the brain research that seeks to understand how music engages
the brains cognitive capabilities ranging from memory and language and emotional processing. Perrets Bolton project
inspires a host of tantalizing questions such as: Does musicphysically change the brain? Can music help kids with short
attention spans, dyslexia, and other learning difficulties? Does music influence the cognitive abilities needed for reading
and math? Perrets engaging and candid narrative, previously featured in Symphony Magazine, tells of a fascinating journey
of discovery into the complexities and intricate workings of the human brain. Further, it opens the door to new and exciting
opportunities for education, in its demonstration of how music can be a universal language that expands young minds in
unforeseen ways. A Well-Tempered Mind demonstrates that by working together, we can make a difference in our children's
lives and replace cultural bankruptcy with a full pocket of good music. Lord knows we need it."

Little Bitty Lies
“Quirky, endearing characters make Savannah Blues one heck of a good time.” —Jennifer Crusie “Mary Kay Andrews has
perfect pitch when it comes to endearing, smart-mouth heroines, and she has caught the languid looniness of the Low
Country perfectly.” —Anne Rivers Siddons Meet Weezie (aka Eloise) Foley, a feisty antiques “picker,” banished by her
spiteful ex-husband from the house she herself restored in Savannah’s historic district, who must come to terms with a life
that has suddenly changed…and not, it, seems for the better. In Mary Kay Andrews’s delectable New York Times bestseller,
Savannah Blues, readers will feel the sultry Georgia breezes and taste sea salt in the air, as they lose themselves in a
wonderful, witty tale brimming with sass and peopled by a richly endearing cast of delightfully eccentric characters.
Revenge is sweeter than sweet in Mary Kay’s capable hands, and readers of Fannie Flagg, Adriana Trigiani, Emily Giffin,
Rebecca Wells, and Jill Conner Browne will definitely want to spend some quality time in Savannah.

Hello, Summer
This special e-book edition of Hissy Fit includes an exclusive sneak-peek at Mary Kay Andrews's soon-to-be published novel
Summer Rental, on sale June 7th. Welcome to the world of Mary Kay Andrews, where manners are polished, reputations are
tarnished and revenge is sweet. Keeley Murdock's wedding to A. J. Jernigan should have been the social event of the
season. But when she catches her fiance doing the deed with her maid of honor at the country club rehearsal dinner, all
bets are off. And so is the wedding. Keeley pitches the hissy fit of the century, earning herself instant notoriety in the small
town of Madison, Georgia. Even worse is the financial pressure A.J.'s banking family brings to bear on Keeley's interior
design business. But riding to the rescue -- in a vintage yellow Cadillac -- is the redheaded stranger who's purchased a
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failing local bra plant. Will Mahoney hires Keeley to redo the derelict antebellum mansion he's bought. Her assignment:
decorate it for the woman of his dreams -- a woman he's never met. Only a designing woman like Keeley Murdock can find a
way to clear her name and give her cheating varmint of an ex-fiance the comeuppance he so richly deserves. And only
Mary Kay Andrews can deliver such delicious social satire. With Hissy Fit, she's created a story as outrageous, dishy, and
true as Savannah Blues and Little Bitty Lies.

Heart Trouble
Pull up a lounge chair and have a cocktail at Sunset Beach – it comes with a twist. Drue Campbell’s life is adrift. Out of a job
and down on her luck, life doesn’t seem to be getting any better when her estranged father, Brice Campbell, a flamboyant
personal injury attorney, shows up at her mother’s funeral after a twenty-year absence. Worse, he’s remarried – to Drue’s
eighth grade frenemy, Wendy, now his office manager. And they’re offering her a job. It seems like the job from hell, but
the offer is sweetened by the news of her inheritance – her grandparents’ beach bungalow in the sleepy town of Sunset
Beach, a charming but storm-damaged eyesore now surrounded by waterfront McMansions. With no other prospects, Drue
begrudgingly joins the firm, spending her days screening out the grifters whose phone calls flood the law office. Working
with Wendy is no picnic either. But when a suspicious death at an exclusive beach resort nearby exposes possible
corruption at her father’s firm, she goes from unwilling cubicle rat to unwitting investigator, and is drawn into a case that
may – or may not – involve her father. With an office romance building, a decades-old missing persons case re-opened, and
a cottage in rehab, one thing is for sure at Sunset Beach: there’s a storm on the horizon. Sunset Beach is a compelling ride,
full of Mary Kay Andrews' signature wit, heart, and charm.

Change of Scene: A 100 Page Novella
Ex-Atlanta cop-turned-house-cleaning entrepreneur Callahan Garrity doesn't know what she is getting for Christmas, but
she never expects the gift that arrives at her door: her estranged, ne'er-do-well brother, Brian, and his adorable three-yearold daughter, Maura. A rebel who's been in and out of trouble most of his life, Brian's deep in it now since he illegally
abducted Maura from under the nose of his shrewish former wife. When the beautiful child's mother is found murdered, the
police come looking for Brian. And now, to save her brother and her holiday, Callahan -- along with her irascible mom, Edna,
and a gaggle of House Mouse employees -- must uncover the truth and a killer, even if it means digging around the roots of
her own family tree and exposing the rot underneath.

Hello, Summer
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"Andrews is at her best in this thoroughly satisfying story with the right blend of mystery, romance, and sharply funny
writing." --Orlando Sentinel Whether it’s a mystery, sassy women’s fiction, or a combination of the two, New York Times
bestseller Mary Kay Andrews always gives her fans a read to remember. And now she’s throwing a Hissy Fit, in the best
possible sense. A delicious tale of revenge and renovation, Hissy Fit tells of a wronged spitfire who’s determined to see that
the no-good lowdown, lying, cheating varmint of an ex-fiancé who ruined her life and her business gets the comeuppance
he so richly deserves…even as she struggles to revitalize a broken-down antebellum mansion for a hunky, if slightly odd,
local businessman. If you like the novels of Fannie Flagg, Jennifer Crusie, Adriana Trigiani, and Emily Giffin, or are a devoted
follower of Rebecca Wells or Jill Conner Browne’s Sweet Potato Queens, then Mary Kay’s Hissy Fit is not to be missed.

Pushing the Limits
“A sheer delight and will have readers laughing out loud by the second page.” — Daytona Beach News-Journal “The perfect
mix of comedy, action and romance makes this book nearly impossible to put down.” — Library Journal Mary Kay Andrews
takes us back to Savannah, Georgia, in Savannah Breeze, the uproarious sequel to her blockbuster New York Times
bestseller, Savannah Blues. Breeze is the story of BeBe Loudermilk, a Southern belle who’d dearly like to get back at the
handsome, two-faced con man who swindled out of everything she owns except for a broken-down 1950s-era motel on
Tybee Island. Joining BeBe on a revenge-inspired road trip south to Fort Lauderdale is her junking friend Weezie, the heroine
of Blues, and a car-full of lovable misfits. Readers with a taste for the novels of Fannie Flagg, Jennifer Crusie, Adriana
Trigiani, and Emily Giffin—not to mention Rebecca Wells and Sweet Potato Queens queen Jill Conner Browne—will adore this
delightful take on the New South and one woman’s discovery of what’s really important in life.

Midnight Clear
Prate Marshbanks proposed to his future wife on a muggy July night at Pete's Drive-in back in '52. "She said yes to me
between bites of a slaw burger all-the-way." A college graduate and daughter of a prominent lawyer, Irene was an unlikely
match for Prate, a high school dropout. He lived his married life aware of the question on people's minds: How in the world
did a tall, thin, fair-skinned beauty and one of the most respected high school English teachers in all of Greenville County, in
all of South Carolina for that matter, wind up married to a short, dark, fat-faced, jug-eared house painter? That their
marriage not only survived for fifty years, but flourished, is a source of constant wonder to Prate. Now he faces a new
challenge with Irene. From the author of In The Family Way, a novel the Atlanta Constitution called "an instant classic" and
the Charlotte Observer praised as "a lovely, moving book," comes a powerful story of hard-earned hope. The Pleasure Was
Mine takes place during a critical summer in the life of Prate Marshbanks, when he retires to care for his wife, who is
gradually slipping away. To complicate things, Prate's son, Newell, a recently widowed single father, asks Prate to keep ninePage 7/16
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year-old Jackson for the summer. Though Prate is irritated by the presence of his moody grandson, during the summer
Jackson helps tend his grandmother, and grandfather and grandson form a bond. As Irene's memory fades, Prate, a
hardworking man who has kept to himself most of his life, has little choice but to get to know his family. With elegance and
skillful economy of language, Tommy Hays renders an unforgettable character in Prate Marshbanks. The Pleasure Was Mine
is at once a quietly wrenching portrayal of grief, a magical and romantic story about the power of love, and an
unexpectedly moving take on the resilience of family.

Savannah Breeze
With a nose for crime and grime, Callahan Garrity has handled dirty killers on the streets as an Atlanta cop and on the job
as a house cleaner. But she's always been able to keep her private life neatly separated from work -- until her cousin, Patti,
is found dead. Exchanging her House Mouse cleaning uniform for a detective's cap, Callahan is hellbent to find the culprit.
It's notthat she doesn't trust the Atlanta PD. She just knows that her suburbanite cousin's death is too strange to be
accidental. Callahan's search takes her on a convoluted trail from Patti's priest, who may have provided more than spiritual
counsel, through Atlanta's inner city and into the shady deals of her cousin's newly prosperous husband. Yet, as the pieces
start to fall into place, Callahan faces an even bigger challenge -- staying alive.

The Pleasure Was Mine
Caroline Venable has everything her Southern heritage promised: money, prestige, a powerful husband—and a predictable
routine of country-club luncheons, cocktail parties, and dinners hosting her husband's wealthy friends, clients, and
associates in his successful land-developing conglomerate. To escape her stifling routine, Caro drinks a little too much. But
her true solace is the Lowcountry island her beloved Granddaddy left her—an oasis of breathtaking beauty that is home to a
band of wild ponies. When Caro learns that her husband must develop the island or lose the business, she is devastated.
The Lowcountry is her heritage—and what will happen to the ponies whose spirit and freedom have captivated her since
childhood? Saving the island could cost Caroline more than she ever imagined. To succeed, she must confront the part of
herself numbed by alcohol and careful avoidance—and shatter long-held ideals about her role in society, her marriage, and
ultimately, herself.

The Mary Kay Andrews Collection
This 100 page prequel novella to Mary Kay Andrews's bestselling novel Beach Town is sure to delight fans and new readers
alike. Greer Hennessy is a movie location scout whose latest project has literally gone up in flames. After an avocado field
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accidentally catches fire on the set of her new movie, she is out of a job and practically run out of town. With her feisty
grandmother Dearie, a Golden Age starlet who still has a lot of vigor left in her, complicating her life, Greer needs a bit of a
rest. But Greer's own mother then drops a bombshell on her that will change Greer's life completely, and raise questions
about her own father that she can't ignore. In desperate need of a second chance, can Greer find what she's looking for in
the one last job she can get: a movie called BEACH TOWN? But first, she needs to find the perfect spot

Blue Christmas
“A delightful and hilarious tale.” —Chattanooga Times Free Press “Little white lies have never been so risky—or so much
fun.” —Orlando Sentinel New York Times bestselling author Mary Kay Andrews delivers another treasure of a comic novel.
Little Bitty Lies is a tantalizing tale about an abandoned Atlanta housewife and mother who tells one tiny white lie that sets
her world spiraling outrageously out of control. This winning and wonderful romp focuses on about all the important things
in life: marriage and divorce, mothers and daughters, friendship and betrayal. Throw in small town secrets, one woman’s
lifelong quest for home, and the perfect chicken salad recipe, and you have an ideal escape for fans of Fannie Flagg,
Jennifer Crusie, Adriana Trigiani, Emily Giffin, and the Sweet Potato Queens. No lie!

Christmas Bliss
You don’t have to own a beach house to enjoy Mary Kay Andrews’ recipes. All you need is an appetite for delicious, casual
dishes, cooked with the best fresh, local ingredients and presented with the breezy flair that make Mary Kay Andrews’
novels a summertime favorite at the beach. From an early spring dinner of cherry balsamic-glazed pork medallions and
bacon-kissed Brussels sprouts to Fourth of July buttermilk-brined fried chicken, potato salad, and pudding parfaits to her
New Year’s Day Open House menu of roast oysters, home-cured gravlax, grits 'n’ greens casserole, and lemon-cream
cheese pound cake, this cookbook will supply ideas for menus and recipes designed to put you in a permanently carefree,
coastal state of mind all year long.

Spring Fever
As the holidays approach, Savannah antique dealer Weezie Foley is distracted by both her upcoming wedding and her best
friend and maid-of-honor BeBe Loudermilk, who, due to give birth any day, is still adamantly refusing to marry her live-inlove Harry. 250,000 first printing.

Weekends Required
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“Wonderful….A must read come holiday time.”—Roanoke Times New York Times bestselling author Mary Kay Andrews's
rollicking Christmas tale featuring the beloved characters from Savannah Blues and Savannah Breeze, now with a new
cover and additional holiday recipes! 'Tis the week before Christmas, and antiques dealer Weezie Foley is in a frenzy to do
up her shop right for the Savannah historical district decorating contest, which she fully intends to win. Her motif is
Graceland Blue Christmas, with lots of tinsel, an aluminum tree, and enough tacky retro doodads to fill the Grand Ole Opry.
But no sooner is she certain she's one-upped the trendy shop around the corner when Weezie notices things going
strangely missing from her display. Despite the petty burglaries of her mysterious midnight visitor, Weezie still has high
hopes for the holiday. Perhaps even an engagement ring is in the offing from her chef boyfriend, though Daniel, usually
moody around the yuletide, seems even more distant than ever. Throw in some seasonal eccentricities from Weezie's
decidedly odd family, a miraculous 1950s Christmas-tree pin, and a little help from the King (Elvis!) himself, and even
Scrooge would have to agree there's real magic in the Savannah air this Christmas.

Low Country
New York Times bestselling author and Queen of the Beach Reads Mary Kay Andrews delivers her next blockbuster, Hello
Summer. It’s a new season Conley Hawkins left her family’s small town newspaper, The Silver Bay Beacon, in the rearview
mirror years ago. Now a star reporter for a big-city paper, Conley is exactly where she wants to be and is about to take a
fancy new position in Washington, D.C. Or so she thinks. For small town scandals When the new job goes up in smoke,
Conley finds herself right back where she started, working for her sister, who is trying to keep The Silver Bay Beacon
afloat—and she doesn’t exactly have warm feelings for Conley. Soon she is given the unenviable task of overseeing the
local gossip column, “Hello, Summer.” And big-time secrets. Then Conley witnesses an accident that ends in the death of a
local congressman—a beloved war hero with a shady past. The more she digs into the story, the more dangerous it gets. As
an old heartbreaker causes trouble and a new flame ignites, it soon looks like their sleepy beach town is the most
scandalous hotspot of the summer.

The Weekenders
Cut off from her palatial home and checking account after an act of post-divorce rage forces her to move in with her
widowed mother and attend court-mandated group therapy, rising media star Grace Stanton bonds with three fellow
patients who she helps plot respective pursuits of justice and closure. By the best-selling author of Spring Fever.

Savannah Blues
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Available for the first time in this stunning electronic edition, THE MARY KAY ANDREWS COLLECTION is sure to delight the
blockbuster bestselling author's legions of fans. Includes: SUMMER RENTAL Ellis, Julia, and Dorie. Friends since Catholic
grade school, they now find themselves, in their mid-thirties, at the crossroads of life and love. A month in North Carolina's
Outer Banks is just what each of them needs. Ty Bazemore is their landlord. After an inauspicious first meeting with Ellis,
the two find themselves disturbingly attracted to one another, even as Ty is about to lose everything he's ever cared about.
Maryn Shackleford is a stranger on the run who needs just a few things: no questions, a good hiding place, and a new
identity. Ellis, Julia, and Dorie can provide what Maryn wants; can they also provide what she needs? SPRING FEVER
Annajane Hudgens truly believes she is over her ex-husband, Mason Bayless. They've been divorced for four years, she's
engaged to a new, terrific guy, and she's ready to leave the small town where she and Mason had so much history. She is
so over Mason that she has absolutely no problem attending his wedding to the beautiful, intelligent, delightful Celia. But
when fate intervenes and the wedding is called to a halt as the bride is literally walking down the aisle, Annajane begins to
realize that maybe she's been given a second chance. Maybe everything happens for a reason. And maybe, just maybe, she
wants Mason back. But there are secrets afoot in this small Southern town and Annajane discovers that change can bring
out the worst in people and uncover family scandals. And even though there are people determined to keep Annajane from
getting what she wants, happiness could be hers for the taking, and the life she once had with Mason in this sleepy little
lake town could be in her future. That is, if she can find out what she's really made of and what really matters most to her.
LADIES' NIGHT Grace Stanton's life as a rising media star and beloved lifestyle blogger takes a surprising turn when she
catches her husband cheating and torpedoes his pricey sports car straight into the family swimming pool. Grace suddenly
finds herself locked out of her palatial home, checking account, and even the blog she has worked so hard to develop in her
signature style. Moving in with her widowed mother, who owns and lives above a rundown beach bar called The Sandbox, is
less than ideal. So is attending court-mandated weekly "divorce recovery" therapy sessions with three other women and
one man for whom betrayal seems to be the only commonality. When their "divorce coach" starts to act suspiciously, they
decide to start having their own Wednesday "Ladies' Night" sessions at The Sandbox, and the unanticipated bonds that
develop lead the members of the group to try and find closure in ways they never imagined. Can Grace figure out a new
way home and discover how strong she needs to be to get there?

Beach Town
The winds of change are blowing, bringing gentrification to Callahan Garrity's funky Atlanta neighborhood. Though it
probably won't harm her House Mouse housecleaning service, not everyone welcomes the rebirth. And when the body of a
murdered microbrewer is discovered in the aftermath of a furious Halloween gale, suspicion falls on the aging "flower child"
shopkeeper whom the victim put out of business. A former cop, Callahan isn't as quick to condemn a colorful local character
as some law officers still on the force. But her investigative zeal is stirring up secrets that are forcing her to reassess old
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friendships and a one-time love -- and is brewing up more lethal trouble than Callahan and her "mice" can safely swallow.

Save the Date
Sometimes, when you need a change in your life, the tide just happens to pull you in the right direction Ellis, Julia, and
Dorie. Best friends since Catholic grade school, they now find themselves, in their mid-thirties, at the crossroads of life and
love. Ellis, recently fired from a job she gave everything to, is rudderless and now beginning to question the choices she's
made over the past decade of her life. Julia--whose caustic wit covers up her wounds--has a man who loves her and is
offering her the world, but she can't hide from how deeply insecure she feels about her looks, her brains, her life. And Dorie
has just been shockingly betrayed by the man she loved and trusted the most in the worldthough this is just the tip of the
iceberg of her problems and secrets. A month in North Carolina's Outer Banks is just what they each of them needs. Ty
Bazemore is their landlord, though he's hanging on to the rambling old beach house by a thin thread. After an inauspicious
first meeting with Ellis, the two find themselves disturbingly attracted to one another, even as Ty is about to lose everything
he's ever cared about. Maryn Shackleford is a stranger, and a woman on the run. Maryn needs just a few things in life: no
questions, a good hiding place, and a new identity. Ellis, Julia, and Dorie can provide what Maryn wants; can they also
provide what she needs? Mary Kay Andrews' novel is the story of five people questioning everything they ever thought they
knew about life. Five people on a journey that will uncover their secrets and point them on the path to forgiveness. Five
people who each need a sea change, and one month in a summer rental that might just give it to them. Summer Rental is
one of Library Journal's Best Women's Fiction Books of 2011

Strange Brew
In this story told from alternating viewpoints, seventeen-year-old Kelsey seeks to redeem her formerly flawless reputation
with the help of a senator's sexy but arrogant son, who has ulterior motives.

The Fixer Upper
Nevada Frida Baylor and Connor Ander Rogan cordially invite you to join their wedding celebration. Summoning, weather
manipulation, and other magical activities strictly forbidden. Catalina Baylor is looking forward to wearing her maid of honor
dress and watching her older sister walk down the aisle. Then the wedding planner gets escorted off the premises, the
bride’s priceless tiara disappears, and Rogan's extensive family overruns his mother’s home. Someone is cheating,
someone is lying, and someone is plotting murder. To make this wedding happen, Catalina will have to do the thing she
fears most: use her magic. But she’s a Baylor and there’s nothing she wouldn't do for her sister's happiness. Nevada will
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have her fairy tale wedding, even if Catalina has to tear the mansion apart brick by brick to get it done.

The Summer's End
In this next novel in the Lowcountry Summer series, New York Times bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe returns to the
charm and sultrybeauty of Sullivan's Island, South Carolina, and the Muir family--three half sisters bound by love for their
grandmother and the Carolina lowcountry--in an unforgettable tale of family bonds and love as strong and steady as the
tides.

Shadows
When Callahan's good friend Bucky is shot during a liquor store robbery and later accused of being an accomplice in the
crime, she sets out to prove his innocence and clear his name.

Sunset Beach
Helping organize a beauty pageant to raise money for the sheriff's department, recently married Miss Julia instructs
contestants in the ways of poise and etiquette while settling squabbles in her new home, tasks that are challenged by a
dangerous accident at her former homestead. By the author of Miss Julia Meets Her Match. Reprint. 125,000 first printing.

Deep Dish
After ten years of cleaning up the dirt on Atlanta's streets, Callahan Garrity is trading in her badge for a broom and a staff of
house cleaners. But, though the uniform is a little different, Callahan soon finds herself right back in the middle of a mystery
when a client's pretty, pious nineteen-year-old nanny is gone along with the jewelry, silver, and a few rather sensitive real
estate documents. Before she knows it, the meticulous Callahan is up to her elbows in a case involving illicit love triangles,
crooked business deals, long-distance scams, and a dead body. Now she has to roll up her sleeves and start some industrial
strength sleuthing to solve -- and survive -- this mess.

A Well-tempered Mind
Greer Hennessy is a struggling movie location scout. Her last location shoot ended in disaster when a film crew destroyed
property on an avocado grove. And Greer ended up with the blame. Now Greer has been given one more chance—a shot at
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finding the perfect undiscovered beach town for a big budget movie. She zeroes in on a sleepy Florida panhandle town.
There's one motel, a marina, a long stretch of pristine beach and an old fishing pier with a community casino—which will be
perfect for the film's climax—when the bad guys blow it up in an all-out assault on the townspeople. Greer slips into town
and is ecstatic to find the last unspoilt patch of the Florida gulf coast. She takes a room at the only motel in town, and starts
working her charm. However, she finds a formidable obstacle in the town mayor, Eben Thinadeaux. Eben is a born-again
environmentalist who's seen huge damage done to the town by a huge paper company. The bay has only recently been reborn, a fishing industry has sprung up, and Eben has no intention of letting anybody screw with his town again. The only
problem is that he finds Greer way too attractive for his own good, and knows that her motivation is in direct conflict with
his. Will true love find a foothold in this small beach town before it's too late and disaster strikes? Told with Mary Kay
Andrews inimitable wit and charm, the New York Times bestseller Beach Town is this year's summer beach read!

The Thing About the Truth
Here are two dozen tales in the grand adventure of engineering from the Henry Petroski, who has been called America’s
poet laureate of technology. Pushing the Limits celebrates some of the largest things we have created–bridges, dams,
buildings--and provides a startling new vision of engineering’s past, its present, and its future. Along the way it highlights
our greatest successes, like London’s Tower Bridge; our most ambitious projects, like China’s Three Gorges Dam; our most
embarrassing moments, like the wobbly Millennium Bridge in London; and our greatest failures, like the collapse of the twin
towers on September 11. Throughout, Petroski provides fascinating and provocative insights into the world of technology
with his trademark erudition and enthusiasm for the subject.

Summerland
The delightful New York Times bestselling author returns with a hilarious novel about one woman's quest to redo an old
house . . . and her life. After her boss in a high-powered Washington public relations firm is caught in a political scandal,
fledgling lobbyist Dempsey Jo Killebrew is left almost broke, unemployed, and homeless. Out of options, she reluctantly
accepts her father's offer to help refurbish Birdsong, the old family place he recently inherited in Guthrie, Georgia. All it will
take, he tells her, is a little paint and some TLC to turn the fading Victorian mansion into a real-estate cash cow. But, oh, is
Dempsey in for a surprise when she arrives in Guthrie. "Bird Droppings" would more aptly describe the moldering Pepto
Bismol–pink dump with duct-taped windows and a driveway full of junk. There's also a murderously grumpy old lady, one of
Dempsey's distant relations, who has claimed squatter's rights and isn't moving out. Ever. Furthermore, everyone in Guthrie
seems to know Dempsey's business, from a smooth-talking real-estate agent to a cute lawyer who owns the local
newspaper. It wouldn't be so bad if it weren't for the pesky FBI agents who show up on Dempsey's doorstep, hoping to pry
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information about her ex-boss from her. All Dempsey can do is roll up her sleeves and get to work. And before long, what
started as a job of necessity somehow becomes a labor of love and, ultimately, a journey that takes her to a place she
never expected—back home again.
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